Enabling Your Digital Future

As a one-stop-shop IT service provider, we empower our customers to be successful on the digital playing field, whether through strategies, technology, or methods (or all three). In order to do this, we have established an integrated portfolio of services which help companies take control of their digital futures.

Current Focal Points

› Agile transformation
› Product discovery workshops
› Omnichannel platforms
› Internet of things
› Recommender Systems
› Natural language processing
› Cloudinfrastructures using Kubernetes

Technology Partners (selected)

- AWS
- Azure
- Google Cloud
- Confluent
- Databricks
- Elastic
- e-shelter
- Quobyte
- Linux Foundation
- Cloudera
- Hewlett Packard Enterprise
- HiveMQ

Click the Elements to learn more!
### Facts & Figures
- Innovative IT service provider for more than 20 years
- Owner-operated, financially independent
- Grown sustainably solely through successful projects
- Workforce comprises exclusively permanent employees (> 400)
- Turnover 2020: 36.1m euros

### Case Studies & References
- beyerdynamic: Headphone production 4.0
- ProSiebenSat1 Digital: Smyle: Comedy App with intuitive Content Discovery
- FONIC: Customer portal featuring the latest web technologies
- dm: Fully automated data centre
- waipu.tv: Scalable microservices backend
- 1&1: Geo-redundant Kubernetes hardware cluster
- HORNBACH: Creation of an Analytics Platform
- mobile.de: Recommender systems with artificial intelligence
- ProSiebenSat1 Media SE: DevOps operations for programme portal
- REWE digital: Agile data science for supply chain optimisation

### Locations & Meetups
- Hamburg
- Cologne
- Karlsruhe
- Pforzheim
- Stuttgart
- Munich

### inovex Blog
Specialised articles on the latest technology topics relating to apps, infrastructure and analytics, as well as strategies and methods.

### Contact
inovex GmbH
Ludwig-Erhard-Allee 6
76131 Karlsruhe
+49 721 619 021-0
info@inovex.de
www.inovex.de/en